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555 Manifestation Journal
Our 555 Challenge / Manifestation Journal is designed for the for you
to write any intention, or anything you want manifest in your life, 55
times each day, for five days in a row. Every page set has daily
tracking, tips for proper manifestation, and 55 numbered lines that
will help you keep focus and write each day with intention. Remember
that the power to manifest our desires lies within each of us. Take a
peek inside and we are sure you will love our Law Of Attraction
Workbook. NOW GO OUT THERE AND MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY!

555 Manifestation Journal
Would you like to learn a deceptively simple, yet extremely effective
method of manifesting your greatest desires in just five short days?
If so, you're on the right path because the 55×5 manifesting method is
one of the most powerful Law of Attraction techniques around - and
literally anyone can do it! All it takes is 15 to 20 minutes per day
to totally transform your life. The 55×5 technique is a simple Law of
Attraction hack, where you write your intention down on a piece of
paper 55 consecutive times, for 5 days straight. Believe it or not that's all there is to it! All you need to get started is a pen, this
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journal, a desired outcome and about fifteen to twenty minutes per
day. Included within: Explanation for the proper way to complete the
55x5 protocol Answers to frequently asked questions for those who are
new to the process Pages for documenting your successes upon
completion Space to write, draw, store, clip or otherwise attach any
pertinent information, images or documents Remember, you are your only
limit!

555 Challenge My Manifestation Journal
Are you ready stop hoping and start manifesting? This wonderful
journal is designed for personal vision living and manifestation. This
is a great journal to manifest your desires, as it helps you tap into
powerful manifestation techniques on a daily basis, you will radically
transform your mindset, get in alignment with the universe and raise
your vibrational energy to manifest the life you desire and deserve
and much more! FEATURES: Great size for convenient carrying. Premium
Cover Design printed on quality white paper Plenty of space for you to
reflect on your goals and help you to set them Are you ready to start
manifesting the life you desire and deserve? Get Your Copy Now!

333 Challenge: the Law of Attraction Writing Exercise
A Law of Attraction 55x5 Manifestation Journal or 555 Challenge Change
your inner mind thoroughly considered examples 5 successive days with
this appearance exercise manual. This 55x5 test diary exercise manual
will assist you with accomplishing your objectives through the law of
fascination. OK prefer to get familiar with a misleadingly basic, yet
very successful strategy for showing your most prominent wants in only
five brief days? This I'm a Badass Woman and I Get What I Manifest is
ideal path for you to improve your otherworldliness, wealth,
confidence and so on. This diary is appropriate for one to record
positive considerations and thoughts identified with one's objectives
and dreams. With 55 strategy for appearance , you will improve law of
fascination significantly more. Including pocket size book of
8,5"x11", it is helpful for you to heft around and compose multiple
times of your appearance expectations on a day. OH MY GOD, Now i can
manifesting my greatest desires in just five days with this book.

Manifestation Journal for Women
This Manifestation Journal is designed for the "555 Manifestation
Challenge" where you can write any intention, or anything you want
manifest in your life, 55 times each day, for five days in a row.
Every page has an assigned Day for the challenge as well as 55
numbered lines that will help you keep focus and write each day with
intention. Take a look inside!

The Manifestation Journal for Men
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55x5 manifestation is the method which affirms your desires trough an
affirmation. You write your believes on pace of a paper 55 times for 5
days. The number 55 is the number of the personal power. When you
focus on number 55 it raises your vibrations and creates the positive
energy within you. The number 5 signifies the five elements of the
nature. When you use this technique you mergin your power with the
force of the nature, which means you awake your personal power to a
highest level and you attract the miracles to your life. This
technique programmes your subconcious mind. 55x5 technique is very
easy and powerfull. The KEY SUCCESS FACTOR of this manifestation
method is : -you have to do this consecutively for 5 days -write
sentence in present tence as if you are having it right now -make sure
you are in positive, relaxed state of being -feel good with positive
emotions 6x9 inches 115 pages

555 Manifestation Challenge Workbook
Reviews "As a psychologist I am all too aware that the principals of
the Laws of Attraction are badly explained everywhere. "Manifestation
Magic" does what it says on the tin, it explains simply, easily and
more importantly correctly how to get everything that you desire in
life. Rich people do not think like other people, they know that they
cannot fail. Most people find that reconciling your conscious mind
with your subconscious mind is really difficult, and yet unless you
master that basic skill you are doomed to be caught up in an endless
loop of repeating past mistakes. Most people assume that it is the
subconscious mind that gets in the way of their success and that is
why you are doomed to fail, because it is your conscious mind that
puts the damper on your hopes and dreams. However you have to
successfully free yourself from your excuses and your self-limiting
decisions and this eBook tells you exactly how to do it. It is simply
the best read I have had in ages and I read every day." - Catherine
Ford -- http: //www.catherineford.com "This book is a "must have!" I
have studied most of the teachers featured in the movie "The Secret"
and no one comes as close to explaining the real secret as (the
author). If you are wanting to understand how to manifest everything
you want in life, get this book and follow the steps he outlines!" Pat Graham-Block http: //theartoflivingthesecret.com In Manifestation
Magic: How to Tap the Magic and the Power of Your Subconscious Mind to
Manifest Anything and Change Your Life Forever, you'll discover
exciting and life-enhancing tips and truths like these: * Where Every
Accomplishment Begins -- The One Great Source of Every Invention,
Development, Improvement, and Creation of Humankind That Evens The
Playing Field and Makes You Just As Powerful, Successful, and Creative
As Anyone * The Shocking Truth About The Most Miraculous Part of You
and How To Once and For All Seize This Power and Use It To Create Any
Result In Life That You Can Imagine * The One Underlying Cause That
GUARANTEES That Even The Deepest Desires and Most Electrifying Dreams
of 97% Of People Everywhere Go Unanswered and Unfulfilled. (Just
becoming aware of this deadly trap can trigger an "AHA!" moment and
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dramatically improve EVERYTHING in your life INSTANTLY and
AUTOMATICALLY * A Simplified 7-Step Formula To Consciously Creating
and Shaping Your Life Exactly As You Want It (At Last -- an easy-tounderstand explanation of the magic within you to be, have, and do
everything you desire and live the life you've always dreamed about) *
One Time-Tested, Proven Method to Manifest Money, Magnificence and
Miracles! (Truth is you've been given the gift of the Gods. But you
never had an easy-to-understand owner's manual -- UNTIL NOW) * The #1
Reason Why Most People Lose Faith In Themselves and Their Innate
Ability To Create Their Own Reality On Their Terms. (Ironically, it's
this same thing that PREVENTS the manifestation of multiple unwanted
results and disastrous consequences) * A Profound Secret of
Manifestation Revealed In Just Two Tiny, Seemingly Powerless Words.
(Once you make this discovery and shift for yourself, your levels of
confidence and accomplishment will soar like NEVER before) * The
Secrets of Creative Visualization To Attain Any Desire Imaginable -In One Easy, 4-Step Formula * The 6 Most Common Self-Defeating
Behaviors That Keep Millions Separated From Their Dreams and Desires!
(And The One-Sentence Solution For Eliminating All 6 Obstacles FOREVER
So They Never Ever Hold You Back From Enjoying ALL That Life Has To
Offer * What Really Happens When You "Try..". And How To Virtually OWN
Every Goal You Ever Set The Minute You Decide To Just Go For It. (If
you've ever intended to achieve anything, only to be stymied by
seemingly insurmountable OBSTACLES -- this one breakthrough concept is
for YOU because it can truly change your life forever -- in a
heartbeat)

The Law of Attraction 555
555 Challenge Writing Exercice Journal This Workbook is made for you
so you can achieve anything you want. It includes daily prompts and
lines to write your manifestations. What You Need : A pen (Pencils
won't siffice since they are much less permanet than pens) Up to an
hour of spare time to dedicate to manifesting for 5 consecutive days A
positive mindset and belief in the process Anythig that helps you
personally to create a sacred space and mood SO GRAB YOUR COPY AND GET
STARTED, MANIFEST THE LIFE YOU WANT AND DESERVE !

Law of Attraction 555 Technique Prompt Book
This manifestation journal is designed for the 555 Manifestation with
Law of Attraction method where you can write down any intention, or
anything you want to manifest in your life, 55 times a day, for five
days in a row. Be clear and detailed about what you want to manifest.
Keep it to one sentence.- Including words of gratitude and emotions
into your statement are essential!- Be excited about what you are
manifesting - Feel the emotions of receiving what you want.- Work on
only one goal at a time for the consecutive 5 days before moving to
the next one.- Visualize your life as you want it to be.- Meditating
before and after writing your daily lines is beneficial.- At the end
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of 5 days - release your affirmation and trust that the Universe will
bring it to you.- When you've completed the 55X5 Challenge and have
successfully manifested your goal, remember to record your success in
this journal for future reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for
all that the Universe brings to you! Each page has an assigned day for
the challenge as well as 55 numbered lines that will help you stay
focused and write each day with intention. Take a look inside!

555 Manifestation Challenge Journal
Our 555 Challenge / Manifestation Journal is designed for the for you
to write any intention, or anything you want manifest in your life, 55
times each day, for five days in a row. Every page set has daily
tracking, tips for proper manifestation, and 55 numbered lines that
will help you keep focus and write each day with intention. Remember
that the power to manifest our desires lies within each of us. Take a
peek inside and we are sure you will love our Law Of Attraction
Workbook. NOW GO OUT THERE AND MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY!

555 Manifestation Journal
555 Manifestation Journal
THE 555 MANIFESTING CHALLENGE WORKBOOK USING THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGICOF
THE LAW OF ATTRACTION ★ What is the 555 Challenge? ★ The 555
challenge, also known as the 55x5 or 5x55 challenge, is a popular
manifesting strategy for getting the things you want by focusing on
your desire throughout the day. It is perfect for any followers of New
Thought, or the Law of Attraction. The instructions are simple: Choose
what you want to manifest over a period of 5 days in a row. Write out
an affirmation or statement into this journal 55 times per day. Repeat
this for the full 5-days. See your desire manifest over time into your
reality. The purpose of this challenge is to have you constantly
focusing on your desire throughout the day. What you focus on, you
attract. You may not get it right away, but with some practice, your
belief will get stronger and you'll see your life growing more
abundant each day. ★★ Features of This Journal ★★ A cute scrapbookstyle, matte cover 150 pages Convenient 6" x 9" size so you can fit it
in your bag and take it with you throughout the day. Includes 11
possible rounds of 5-Day Manifestations Space to write your Thoughts &
Reflections after each round. A soft, flexible cover Instructions
inside A perfect book for both beginners and the more experienced
manifestors.

Manifest Your Desires
Don't you think it's time for you to get what you want in life? This
workbook is jam packed with lots of techniques and exercises to help
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you manifest and have the law of attraction work for you. Fact is, it
is working day in and day out. Why not have it work for you the way
you want it to? This book is suitable for beginners and the
experienced in this topic. Here is what's included: Room for your
vision boards visualization exercises the 5x55 method affirmations
cheques tools to eliminate negative thoughts gratitude for 33 days
straight Hoʻoponopono exercise habit tracking exercises for positive
thinking words and phrases to help you manifest room to reflect on
your goals and help you to set them and much more! handy size 6" x 9"
(15.24 x 22.86 cm) glossy finish softcover Ready to change your life
for the better? Choose change and get yours now!

Manifestation and Melanin
From the co-creator of The Manifesting Academy and host of the Journey
to Manifesting podcast, 200 mini meditations to help you rise above
fear and manifest the life of your dreams

555 Manifestation Challenge
A daily abundance and prosperity mindset journal. This promt book will
help you manifest anything in your life using the law of attraction.
With the 55x5 method you can eliminate unconscious beliefs and habits
of thinking to attract to you what you truly desire. A great gift for
a best friend or anyone who is trying to get themselves out of a tough
time in life. If you feel stuck or unable to manifest what you want
then this can help you get out of that situation. Includes detailed
instructions on the 55x5 method and tips for getting the most out of
this journal. Comes in a handy 6x9 size with a matt paperback cover.

Manifest That Shit
"You've always had the power my dear, you just had to learn it for
yourself." 555 Manifesting Challenge Notebook. The 555 Challenge is a
manifesting strategy for getting the things you want by focusing on
your desires throughout the day. It is perfect for anyone following
the Law Of Attraction. Size: 6" x 9"in (15.24 x 22.86 cm). Perfect
size to keep on you for quick journaling. Soft Paperback Cover:
Beautiful matte finish with a mystical magick background. Interior:
-130 pages -Beautifully soft cream paper -Blank Number-lined journal
entry pages The purpose of this challenge is to have you constantly
focusing on your desire throughout the day. What you focus on, you
attract. You may not get it right away, but with some practice, your
belief will get stronger and you'll see your life growing more
abundant each day. Check out more journals and notebooks by The
Journal Folks on our site.

Manifesting Workbook
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120 Days to money magic journal. Will help you write out your dreams,
goals, money, and desires you want to manifest. Journaling daily to
activate the universe magic. Perfect starter journal for manifesting,
and goal setting.

Manifest That Shit
This manifestation journal (200 pages for 20 intentions) is designed
for the 555 Manifestation with Law of Attraction method where you can
write down any intention, or anything you want to manifest in your
life, 55 times a day, for five days in a row. Be clear and detailed
about what you want to manifest. Keep it to one sentence.- Including
words of gratitude and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be
excited about what you are manifesting - Feel the emotions of
receiving what you want.- Work on only one goal at a time for the
consecutive 5 days before moving to the next one.- Visualize your life
as you want it to be.- Meditating before and after writing your daily
lines is beneficial.- At the end of 5 days - release your affirmation
and trust that the Universe will bring it to you.- When you've
completed the 55X5 Challenge and have successfully manifested your
goal, remember to record your success in this journal for future
reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for all that the Universe
brings to you! Each page has an assigned day for the challenge as well
as 55 numbered lines that will help you stay focused and write each
day with intention. Take a look inside!

I'm a Badass Women I Get What I Manifest Law of Attraction
Journal
"You've always had the power my dear, you just had to learn it for
yourself." 555 Manifesting Challenge Notebook. The 555 Challenge is a
manifesting strategy for getting the things you want by focusing on
your desires throughout the day. It is perfect for anyone following
the Law Of Attraction. Size: 6" x 9"in (15.24 x 22.86 cm). Perfect
size to keep on you for quick journaling. Soft Paperback Cover:
Beautiful matte finish with a mystical magick background. Interior:
-130 pages -Beautifully soft cream paper -Blank Number-lined journal
entry pages The purpose of this challenge is to have you constantly
focusing on your desire throughout the day. What you focus on, you
attract. You may not get it right away, but with some practice, your
belief will get stronger and you'll see your life growing more
abundant each day. Check out more journals and notebooks by The
Journal Folks on our site.

The 555 Manifesting Challenge Workbook
Write your way to the life of your dreams. Reconnect with your true
self and dare to dream big again. This manifestation journal is
designed for anyone beginning a new phase, such as a birthday, a
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graduation, a new year, or a big changeor anyone who could use fresh
motivation and inspiration. Its writing exercises will help you
illuminate your possibilities for happiness in the moment and success
in the future. This journal includes easy creative writing prompts to
get rid of negativity and beliefs that no longer serve you, replacing
them with gratitude, fun, hope, and joy. It'll lead you through selfexploration and personal transformation, uncovering real truths about
you and your destiny. More than anything else, this journal is about
making wishes. It'll help you understand what you truly want-small
things, and big things, too. Reality begins with your imagination.
Words and ideas can change your life. Ignite your creativity and write
yourself free from whatever's holding you back from your best life.
Order the journal todayand learn that dreams really can come true.

Manifestation Magic
This 333 Challenge Workbook includes daily prompts and lines for
writing out your daily manifesting intentions.33X3 MANIFESTING
CHALLENGE TIPS- Use a Pen! Purple, blue or red are preferred.- Prepare
by getting into a relaxed state/mood. Ambient light or candles,
soothing music etc.- Remove any possible distractions and be mindful
and present when writing your lines.- Be clear and detailed about what
you want to manifest. Keep it to one sentence.- Including words of
gratitude and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be excited
about what you are manifesting - Feel the emotions of receiving what
you want.- Work on only one goal at a time (for the consecutive 3
days) before moving to the next one.- This is not homework and it
should not feel bad to do. Get into a high vibrational space.- Saying
the words as you write them can help keep you focused.- Visualize your
life as you want it to be.- Meditating before and after writing your
daily lines is beneficial.- DO NOT SKIP A DAY or SPLIT YOUR 33 LINES
INTO DIFFERENT TIMES DURING THE DAY- ALL 33 LINES MUST BE WRITTEN
DURING ONE SESSION.- At the end of 3 days - release your affirmation
and trust that the Universe will bring it to you.- When you've
completed the 33X3 Challenge and have successfully manifested your
goal, remember to record your success in this journal for future
reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for all that the Universe
brings to you!*** NOW GO AND GET STARTED ON MANIFESTING THE LIFE YOU
WANT AND DESERVE! ***

I'm a Badass Woman and I Get What I Manifest
★★★ 555 Manifestation Challenge ★★★ ♥♥♥ The 55x5 Method is an ancient
and very powerful manifesting ritual that can bring your desires into
reality. It's a very simple technique and easy to understand. ♥♥♥
Everyone can do this method of manifestation! To use this
manifestation technique, you simply write what you want in this
journal 55 times each day for 5 days. That's all there is to it.
Pretty easy, right? The numbers "5" and "55" hold spiritual
significance and have been chosen to be the amplifiers for this method
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with good reason. The number 5 in numerology signifies change,
transformation, evolution, and instant manifestation. Therefore,
whenever you are manifesting something new, you are tapping into this
very energy. The number 5 calls upon a quantum jump to realign
yourself with a new path. It is symbolic of both transformation and
evolution. This new path is where your desires become reality. Number
55 in numerology is all about personal power. This signifies the power
you hold within to transform your life, therefore, reaching a happier,
more abundant and more joyful version of yourself. In saying that Many
people do experience great results with the 55×5 manifestation method.
Now, it's your turn. FEATURES: ✓ Detailed instructions on how to use
the 55 x 5 method to manifest anything you want! ✓ Extra tips to help
you manifest quicker. ✓ Affirmation quotes to help you along the way!
✓ Carefully designed with you in mind to help you manifest with the
greatest of ease! ✓ 10 Rounds of 5x55 Day Challenges! ✓ High Quality
Glossy Cover The old model of reality uses Cause and Effect, where
something happens that makes something else happen. The new model of
reality uses Causing Effect, where we intentionally cause our intended
effect. This 555 Challenge Book is the perfect way to get started
manifesting your desires. Don't hesitate! Get yours today!

Positivity and Manifestation Journal
A Law of Attraction 55x5 Manifestation Journal or 555 Challenge Change
your inner mind thoroughly considered examples 5 successive days with
this appearance exercise manual. This 55x5 test diary exercise manual
will assist you with accomplishing your objectives through the law of
fascination. OK prefer to get familiar with a misleadingly basic, yet
very successful strategy for showing your most prominent wants in only
five brief days? This Manifestation and Melanin is ideal path for you
to improve your otherworldliness, wealth, confidence and so on. This
diary is appropriate for one to record positive considerations and
thoughts identified with one's objectives and dreams. With 55 strategy
for appearance , you will improve law of fascination significantly
more. Including pocket size book of 8,5"x11", it is helpful for you to
heft around and compose multiple times of your appearance expectations
on a day. OH MY GOD, Now i can manifesting my greatest desires in just
five days with this book.

555 Challenge Manifestation Workbook
This 555 Manifestation Workbook includes a guidance for writing out
your daily manifesting intentions. 55X5 MANIFESTING recommendationsUse a Pen! Purple, blue or red are preferred.- Prepare by getting into
a relaxed state/mood. Ambient light or candles, soothing music etc.Stay away from getting distractions and be present in the moment and
when writing your lines. Be transparent and detailed about what you
want to manifest. Keep it to one line.- Including words of gratitude
and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be positive about
what you are manifesting Feel the emotions of receiving what you
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want.- Work on only one goal at a time (for the consecutive 5 days)
before moving to the next one.This is not a compulsory thing to do and
it should not feel bad to do.Get into a peaceful state. Saying the
words as you write them can help keep you focused.- Visualize your
life as you want it to be. Meditating before and after writing your
daily lines is beneficial.- DO NOT SKIP A DAY or SPLIT YOUR 55 LINES
INTO DIFFERENT TIMES DURING THE DAY- ALL 55 LINES MUST BE WRITTEN
DURING ONE SESSION.- At the end of 5 days - release your affirmation
and trust that the Universe will bring it to you.- When you've
completed the 55X5 Challenge and have successfully manifested your
goal, remember to record your success in this journal for future
reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for all that the Universe
brings to you!*** NOW GO ADD TO THE CART, MAKE A PURCHASE AND RELAX
***

The Book of Dreams Come True
The Law of Attraction 555 - The 55x5 method writing a specific desire
55 times for 5 days in a row Manifestation journal The 55x5 method is
writing a specific desire 55 times for 5 days in a row (Some also call
it the 5x55). The manifestation method is a restructuring system to rewrite the subconscious mind. The idea is to change your subconscious
thoughts over 5 consecutive days so that your thoughts make a direct
connection with the energetic frequency of your desires. l guess you
already know about the LoA (Law of Attraction) where it is believed
that everything is energy. We generate thoughts that match the
vibration of our desires and this is energy we project into the
universe. All the love, money, health and anything we desire is
already out there in the universe. We just need to attract it to
ourselves. "like attracts like" this is how the Law of Attraction
works. The 55x5 Manifesting method works directly on the subconscious
mind and this method used on paper or in this handy large 8,5 x 11
inch journal like this is the perfect tool for manipulating and
channelling our frequencies in order to attract whatever we want. Your
affirmation journal has full instruction on the 55 x 5 method with
crisp white pages with 55 lines per day. Daily numbered pages with
room for notes at the end of your 555-writing manifestation period.
Great colourful cover Inspirational quotes The 55x5 method explained
Over 100 manifestation pages Quality crisp white pages This fantastic
journal is the perfect toll for you to use to keep you motivated to
succeed with your affirmation journaling. Enjoy, good luck and fortune

555 Challenge Manifestation Workbook
A Law of Attraction 55x5 Manifestation Journal or 555 Challenge Change
your inner mind thoroughly considered examples 5 successive days with
this appearance exercise manual. This 55x5 test diary exercise manual
will assist you with accomplishing your objectives through the law of
fascination. OK prefer to get familiar with a misleadingly basic, yet
very successful strategy for showing your most prominent wants in only
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five brief days? This 555 Challenge Manifestation Workbook is ideal
path for you to improve your otherworldliness, wealth, confidence and
so on. This diary is appropriate for one to record positive
considerations and thoughts identified with one's objectives and
dreams. With 55 strategy for appearance , you will improve law of
fascination significantly more. Including pocket size book of
8,5"x11", it is helpful for you to heft around and compose multiple
times of your appearance expectations on a day. OH MY GOD, Now i can
manifesting my greatest desires in just five days with this book.

Manifestation Journal 555 Method
555 Manifesting Challenge Workbook This journal was designed for you
to write down the desires you want to manifest according to the 55 x 5
manifestation method. The journal is a 6x9 inches paperback and has
104 pages. They are enough to complete the 555 Challenge 6 times. Each
round includes 3 pages with 55 numbered lines required for each of the
5 days of the challenge. 2 pages to write your success story, your
thoughts and feelings about your manifestation experience and space
for a picture or other proof you would like to record. Order your copy
today!

555 Challenge - a Manifestation Journal
This 555 Challenge Workbook includes daily prompts and lines for
writing out your daily manifesting intentions. 55X5 MANIFESTING
CHALLENGE TIPS- Use a Pen! Purple, blue or red are preferred.- Prepare
by getting into a relaxed state/mood. Ambient light or candles,
soothing music etc.- Remove any possible distractions and be mindful
and present when writing your lines.- Be clear and detailed about what
you want to manifest. Keep it to one sentence.- Including words of
gratitude and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be excited
about what you are manifesting - Feel the emotions of receiving what
you want.- Work on only one goal at a time (for the consecutive 5
days) before moving to the next one.- This is not homework and it
should not feel bad to do. Get into a high vibrational space.- Saying
the words as you write them can help keep you focused.- Visualize your
life as you want it to be.- Meditating before and after writing your
daily lines is beneficial.- DO NOT SKIP A DAY or SPLIT YOUR 55 LINES
INTO DIFFERENT TIMES DURING THE DAY- ALL 55 LINES MUST BE WRITTEN
DURING ONE SESSION.- At the end of 5 days - release your affirmation
and trust that the Universe will bring it to you.- When you've
completed the 55X5 Challenge and have successfully manifested your
goal, remember to record your success in this journal for future
reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for all that the Universe
brings to you!*** NOW GO AND GET STARTED ON MANIFESTING THE LIFE YOU
WANT AND DESERVE! ***

555 Manifestation Challenge
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The 555 Technique is writing your desired outcome in affirmation form
55 times a day for 5 days. This journal was designed specifically for
that technique. As with all manifesting, a positive mindset is
imperative. As long as you believe, you can achieve! While you're
writing your affirmations, feel as if it has already happened while
you visualize it. Feel the gratuity of already having this dream
manifested in your life. This notebook is 62 pages of hardbound paper.
Size 8.5" x 11" (21.59 x 27.94 cm). You can focus on abundance,
success, health, relationships, and more!

Dear Universe
This daily law of attraction manifestation promt book will help you
manifest anything in your life using the law of attraction. With the
55x5 method you can eliminate unconscious beliefs and habits of
thinking to attract to you what you truly desire. A great gift for a
best friend or anyone who is trying to get themselves out of a tough
time in life. If you feel stuck or unable to manifest what you want
then this can help you get out of that situation. Includes detailed
instructions on the 55x5 method and tips for getting the most out of
this journal. Comes in a handy 6x9 size with a matt paperback cover.

Manifestation 555 Scripting Journal
This information-packed little book,which presents the teachings of
the nonphysical entity Abraham, will help you learn how to manifest
your desires so that you’re living the joyous and fulfilling life you
deserve. Each day, you’ll come to understand how your relationships,
health issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by
the Universal laws that govern your time-space reality—and you’ll
discover powerful processes that will help you go with the positive
flow of life. So start making your dreams a reality . . . right now!

555 Manifestation Journal (6x9 Softcover Log Book / Planner
/ Journal)
Raise your vibrations and attract the things you desire. All things
are energy. Your desires and your thoughts are energy. By using the
55x5 manifesting challenge, you can condition your subconscious mind
to vibrate in alignment with the energies of the things you want to
manifest. The Law of Attraction is about attracting into our lives the
things we focus on and it is all too easy to focus on the negative.
This workbook is an aid to focusing on the positive by using an
ancient technique for manifestation. The 55x5 method works by writing
out an explicit desire 55 times for 5 days in a row. It is about being
present and showing gratitude AS IF it has already happened. Writing
your desire brings the necessary focus and is a powerful method to
retrain your subconscious and raise your vibrations. Includes: A 'how
to do it' introduction Two-page spread for each day's writing Ten sets
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of 5 days for ten individual manifestations Note pages after each 5
days Quality paper to reduce ink-bleed Premium soft, glossy cover The
things you desire are out there waiting for you! Get this lovely
workbook today to help you focus and so manifest the things you want!

Manifestation Journal: 555
This Manifesting journal/notebook includes daily prompts and lines for
writing out your daily manifesting intentions. It uses the 55x5
manifestation technique but with a twist. It includes pages for
morning and evening sessions to help you manifest much faster. A great
gift to give for a friend or for yourself. Comes with a detailed
explanation of the method and exact steps to manifesting using this
method and the law of attraction. Size is 6x9 with a matt paperback
cover.

555 Manifestation for Your Dreams and Desires
This 555 Challenge Workbook includes daily prompts and lines for
writing out your daily manifesting intentions.55X5 MANIFESTING
CHALLENGE TIPS- Use a Pen! Purple, blue or red are preferred.- Prepare
by getting into a relaxed state/mood. Ambient light or candles,
soothing music etc.- Remove any possible distractions and be mindful
and present when writing your lines.- Be clear and detailed about what
you want to manifest. Keep it to one sentence.- Including words of
gratitude and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be excited
about what you are manifesting - Feel the emotions of receiving what
you want.- Work on only one goal at a time Each day for 5 days, write
out that manifestation mantra 55 times by hand in this journal. If you
wish, you can doodle on the vision board pages provided, paste in some
photos or magazine clippings, add some inspiring quotes whatever helps
you to envision what life will be like once your desired manifestation
comes to fruition.

555 Challenge - a Manifestation Journal
This is a manifesting workbook, included are manifesting tips,
activities, journal pages, vision board pages, inspirational quotes
and more! Beautiful graphic tie dye art on the cover, the inside is
done in black and white to offer this workbook as an affordable
option. Delve deeper into spirituality with this interactive workbook
and begin creating your best life now!

Law of Attraction Journal 555 Challenge Manifestation
Journal Manifest Your Dreams Like Magic with This Loa
Technique - 8.5 X 11" Notebook
Our 555 Manifestation Journal is designed for the for you to write any
intention, or anything you want manifest in your life, 55 times each
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day, for five days in a row. Every page set has daily tracking, tips
for proper manifestation, and 55 numbered lines that will help you
keep focus and write each day with intention. Remember that the power
to manifest our desires lies within each of us. Now go out there and
make your dreams a reality! A compact and easy to carry journal that
is convenient to use with matte textured cover and sheets. The 555
Manifestation Journal includes: Instructions included in book. Write
your manifestation intention. Daily manifestation steps you can take
to get closer to your goal. Size is 6" x 9", easy to carry around.
This 555 Manifesting Journal makes the perfect gift! Easy to carry this journal is the perfect size for traveling.

555 Challenge: the Law of Attraction Writing Exercise
This 555 Challenge Workbook includes daily prompts and lines for
writing out your daily manifesting intentions.55X5 MANIFESTING
CHALLENGE TIPS- Use a Pen! Purple, blue or red are preferred.- Prepare
by getting into a relaxed state/mood. Ambient light or candles,
soothing music etc.- Remove any possible distractions and be mindful
and present when writing your lines.- Be clear and detailed about what
you want to manifest. Keep it to one sentence.- Including words of
gratitude and emotions into your statement are essential!- Be excited
about what you are manifesting - Feel the emotions of receiving what
you want.- Work on only one goal at a time (for the consecutive 5
days) before moving to the next one.- This is not homework and it
should not feel bad to do. Get into a high vibrational space.- Saying
the words as you write them can help keep you focused.- Visualize your
life as you want it to be.- Meditating before and after writing your
daily lines is beneficial.- DO NOT SKIP A DAY or SPLIT YOUR 55 LINES
INTO DIFFERENT TIMES DURING THE DAY- ALL 55 LINES MUST BE WRITTEN
DURING ONE SESSION.- At the end of 5 days - release your affirmation
and trust that the Universe will bring it to you.- When you've
completed the 55X5 Challenge and have successfully manifested your
goal, remember to record your success in this journal for future
reference and confirmation.- Be grateful for all that the Universe
brings to you!*** NOW GO AND GET STARTED ON MANIFESTING THE LIFE YOU
WANT AND DESERVE! ***

555 Challenge - a Manifestation Journal
Our 555 Challenge / Manifestation Journal is designed for the for you
to write any intention, or anything you want manifest in your life, 55
times each day, for five days in a row. Every page set has daily
tracking, tips for proper manifestation, and 55 numbered lines that
will help you keep focus and write each day with intention. Remember
that the power to manifest our desires lies within each of us. Take a
peek inside and we are sure you will love our Law Of Attraction
Workbook. NOW GO OUT THERE AND MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY!
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Manifestation Journal: 555
Manifestation Journal: 555: A Guided Notebook Containing the Secret
Supercharged Method for Activating the Law of Attraction: Combines
Scripting and the 555 Method for a Supercharged Experience If you've
been trying to change your life and create a new reality, you've no
doubt heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations.
You've found this workbook because you are trying to make something
happen in your life. That's great! This workbook combines popular
different manifestation techniques into one of the most potent and
effective methods out there. If you need to turn something around in
your life (money, love, health, or otherwise), this is the journal for
you. Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/
goal (in one sentence form) 55 times a day for 5 days.

I'm a Badass Blaxican and I Get Whatever I Manifest
555 Manifestation Journal This journal was designed for you to write
down the desires you want to manifest according to the 555 Manifesting
Technique. It contains enough pages for 8 rounds of the 555 Challenge.
Each round includes 2 pages with the 55 numbered lines required for
each of the 5 days. 2 pages to write your success story, your thoughts
and feelings about your manifestation experience and space for a
picture or other proof you would like to record. Scroll up and grab a
copy!
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